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Abstract: 

Interest in institutional complexity has again gained momentum with the rise of the institutional logics approach. In this paper we argue that the literature 

has developed a rather narrow perspective on institutional complexity. It is limited in at least two ways: In a very general way, it is reduced to “organiza-

tional responses” and in addition only perceives complexity as a problem. We argue that a more precise perspective on institutional complexity can help 

to illuminate important aspects of the relation between organizations and their environment. 
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Institutional theory’s focus on heter-
ogeneity as a problem 
Institutional heterogeneity has been central to the institutional lit-

erature right from the outset (Meyer/Rowan 1977; Brunsson 

1989) but this interest has again gained momentum with the rise 

of the institutional logics approach (Friedland/Alford 1991; 

Thornton/Ocasion/Lounsbury 2012). Within this framework, re-

search increasingly conceives of heterogeneity in terms of ten-

sions, challenges, conflicts and problems. The central theoretical 

concept in the problem-centered newer discussion is that of insti-

tutional complexity. In the definition of Greenwood et al. (2011: 

318): 

“[o]rganizations face institutional complexity whenever they con-

front incompatible prescriptions from multiple institutional 

logics”. 

There are good reasons, why “complexity” gained much promi-

nence in a short period of time. One very general achievement of 

the “complexity” debate is, that is brings organizations back into 

the picture. Several authors noticed that organization theory as a 

whole somehow lost sight of what was supposedly its central ob-

ject (Walgenbach 2011, Kirchner et al. 2015). So redirecting at-

tention to organizations may in itself be a merit of the complexity 

discourse. More specifically the key concern of the “complexity 

debate” is one that once has been the core of institutional theory: 

the relation between organizations and their (institutional) envi-

ronment. So the notion of complexity could have triggered a fruit-

ful debate on the foundations of the theory. 

However, in the existing literature the question of the relation be-

tween organizations and their environments is truncated in differ-

ent ways. In a very general way, it is often reduced to “organiza-

tional responses. The literature on institutional complexity and re-

lated perspectives have developed a specific and quite narrow per-

spective on institutional pluralism, which is sometimes strongly 

reminiscent of the supposedly dead contingency theory: It is look-

ing for situational variables that determine how organizations re-

spond to given complexity. But environments do not simply hap-

pen to organizations, and neither does complexity. Situational var-

iables do not determine responses. Such a perspective neglects 

long-standing traditions in organization studies which analyze 

how organizations choose their environment (Thompson 1967), 

how powerful organizations (more or less successfully try to) 

shape their environment (Meyer/Rowan 1977: 348f.), and how or-

ganizations make sense and enact their environment (Weick 

1995). This contingency theory trap is (still) a very common one 

and has already been criticized by many others on many occasions 

over the last decades (e.g. Child 1972, Perrow 1986). Neverthe-

less, in many cases, organizations react to changes in their envi-

ronment: they are neither omnipotent nor are they able to influ-

ence every aspect of their environment in their interest. So the 

perspective on organizational responses is not wrong per se but it 

is incomplete.  

Another truncation of the complexity perspective is more specific: 

In a one-sided way heterogeneity is perceived as a problem (“in-

compatible prescriptions” in the definition of complexity). We 

think it is worthwhile unpacking this more specific assumption to 

gain a broader perspective on the relation between organizations 

and environment. 

 

The problem with heterogeneity as a 
problem 
Limiting heterogeneity to being a problem ignores important as-

pects of the relation between organizations and environment al-

ready broadly discussed in organization theory: 

a) Heterogeneity is a much more common phenomenon than the 

complexity-literature suggests. Or to put it categorically: Organi-

zations are always situated in heterogeneous environments. Each 

and every organization faces demands from different segments of 

the environment, e.g. it has to somehow reproduce its economic 

capacities, deal with specific educations of employees and comply 

with certain legal or professional standards. Many, if not most or-

ganizations are quite successful in this respect and deal quite 

smoothly with the pluralism. That is not to say, that pluralism is 

scientifically not interesting when it does not cause problems. 

Quite to the contrary: The focus on problematic cases distracts the 

attention from the much more important mundane ways that or-

ganizations routinely handle pluralism. As a result, the literature 

underestimates both the ubiquity of the problems and the aston-

ishing capacity of organizations to handle it. 

b) One obvious reason why organizations can deal with pluralism 

quite smoothly is that in many situations working solutions are 

easily available. This can be observed on different levels. Very 

fundamentally, one can conceive of the basic elements of organ-

izing like hierarchy or compartmentalization as solutions to prob-

lems of heterogeneity (Besio and Meyer 2015). But also on the 

level of organizational types working solutions are readily availa-

ble: The "professional organization" (Mintzberg 1979) or the 

"university" obviously incorporate heterogeneity and come with 

templates for attenuating institutional tensions. Expanding on this 

point, one thing that institutional theory can learn from French 

pragmatism (Boltanski/Thévenot 2007) is that these readily avail-

able institutionalized patterns of organizing are often in them-

selves compromises. If this is an accurate description, the "prob-

lem" arising from a "new institutional logic" in a given field may 

not be the contradictions between a new (e.g. market) logic and 
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an old (e.g. professional) logic but rather that new demands desta-

bilize existing compromises between several institutional de-

mands which are already in place. 

c) Often, heterogeneity is not a problem but rather a resource that 

organizations can use. This becomes most obvious when hetero-

geneity itself is the raison d’être of an organization, as in the case 

of organizations that are intentionally designed in order to enable 

coordination across heterogeneous institutional settings, like tech-

nology transfer offices, or scientific advisory boards. „Organiza-

tion” is arguably one of the most important mechanisms for this 

kind of coordination in modern society (Meier/Schimank 2012). 

Indeed, what you probably will do if you are facing some kind of 

institutional heterogeneity is founding an organization. 

In some settings pluralism itself is treated as highly legitimate and 

even desirable, as in science, art, or politics. Especially in these 

contexts many organizations are highly skilled at exploiting insti-

tutional pluralism and even conflict for gaining legitimacy 

(Brunsson 1989). At the same time, pluralism is often an im-

portant source of productive irritation and thus of innovation and 

adaptive capacities in changing environments (Stark 2009). So, 

many organizations introduce specific formal structures (like het-

erogenously comprised boards or panels) that are deliberately de-

signed in order to produce and ensure pluralism. Against this 

backdrop it is not surprising, that some authors see the loss of plu-

ralism associated with the rise of neo-liberalism as highly prob-

lematic (Lamont 2012). 

In sum, the existing literature on complexity provides us with a 

one-sided view of the consequences of institutional heterogeneity. 

Surprising enough, a strong argument for the useful aspects of het-

erogeneity for organizations as well as for other actors is made in 

the foundational article for the institutional logics debate (Fried-

land and Alford 1991). Institutional logics was used as a concept 

to highlight not only the problematic aspects of different institu-

tional contexts existing at the same time, but also their potential 

as a resource: “Under some conditions [people] are artful in the 

mobilization of different institutional logics to serve their pur-

poses” (254). Only later the concept was reduced to the problems, 

heterogeneity can pose. 

We need to understand the structure 
of the problem 
Of course, heterogeneity can and does cause problems for organ-

izations. Incompatibilities do exist and do have consequences. 

Surprisingly however, the literature is – despite some scattered re-

marks e.g. on different “degrees” of compatibility (Greenwood et 

al. 2011: 332f.) – rather silent on the actual nature of incompati-

bilities itself. This means, the debate on complexity not only ex-

cludes aspects of heterogeneity as a resource but it also does not 

take seriously the heterogeneity of problems they claim to ana-

lyze.  

Incompatibility can refer to very different problems on very dif-

ferent levels of analysis. What we think is necessary is to develop 

a perspective which allows us to be much more specific and to 

distinguish between different forms of heterogeneity and their dif-

ferent consequences for organizations. In the way it is used in the 

complexity debate, the term heterogeneity itself addresses a wide 

range of heterogeneous phenomena on different levels of analysis.  

To be able to productively understand what the problem with 

complexity actually is, different questions need to be answered. 

For example: (a) Who observes the problem? (b) For whom does 

the conflict cause problems? (c) What is the specific source of the 

conflict? (d) And what are the consequences of this? 

(a) The problems caused by complexity may depend on who ac-

tually observes, anticipates or experiences it. Incompatibilities 

and contradictions are hardly objective characteristics. Rather 

they have to be perceived by an observer. In many studies, how-

ever, it is not clear who this observer might be. In some cases in-

stitutional demands may clash in open conflict in organizational 

decision-making bodies, in others incompatibilities are only per-

ceived by relevant external audiences. Sometimes the incompati-

bilities may be observed by no one or only by the researchers 

themselves. So, we can think of at least four different types of 

observers: (1) the organization itself, (2) specific members of the 

organization, (3) (parts of) the organizations environment, or (4) 

the researcher(s). Of course, a conflict can be observed by more 

than one of these groups. Based on the answer to this question, a 

perceived problem may be very different in nature.  

(b) The second dimension addresses the level on which problems 

occur. The incompatibilities can cause problems for the organiza-

tion itself, but also on other levels: for members of the organiza-

tion, for the environment or parts of the organizations environ-

ment. It can also cause problems for the researchers doing re-

search on a specific organization. And maybe incompatibilities 

exist but simply do not cause problems for anybody. So, every 

analysis should be able to answer the question: For whom do the 

incompatibilities cause problems? The possible answers to this 

question are similar to the first dimension: (1) for the organization 

itself, (2) for members of the organization, (3) for (parts of) the 

organizations environment, (4) for researchers, and (5) for no-

body. The observers of incompatibilities may not be affected by 

them themselves, nor are the affected entities necessarily able to 

link their problems to institutional contradictions. 

(c) As we have shown, a variety of authors argue that organiza-

tions often use the heterogeneity in their environment to their ad-

vantage. So, the mere existence of heterogeneity is not enough to 
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cause problems. We need to understand, why it causes problems 

in specific situations. Quite recently some authors began to ad-

dress this question. Besharow and Smith (2014) claimed that logic 

compatibility and logic centrality are two variables that affect the 

degree of internal conflict. Raynard (2016) assumed that the 

"challenges" resulting from complexity depend on three factors: 

logic incompatibility, unsettled field-proritization, and jurisdic-

tional overlap. However, even these papers conceive of incompat-

ibility as a rather one-dimensional phenomenon. In contrast, we 

claim that incompatibility problems can have very different 

sources. Therefore, the third dimension one has to look at more 

carefully, is the sources of these problems. Institutional prescrip-

tions may be incompatible on genuinely logical grounds. But a 

variety of possible other sources exists. that is because they are 

contradictory, but also because of situational constraints, e.g. 

when the resources at hand do not suffice to comply with all de-

mands at the same time. There may be a negative causal depend-

ence between different prescriptions (e.g. organizational slack vs. 

organizational efficiency). Or there could be the demand (by 

whom?) for exclusive commitment to one of the prescriptions 

(“thou shalt have no other gods before me”). 

(d) The consequences of plurality can and do range from cata-

strophic to none at all. But also if the answer is “none” this can be 

a relevant starting point for an interesting research project. One 

question would be, why a theoretically assumed conflict does not 

have any impact on organizational practices. Incompatibilities ob-

served only by a scientist may point to the fact that unproblematic 

solutions are already established. But, of course, they may also 

indicate an artifact in the theoretical construction of the problem.  

Conclusion 
Research following the lines indicated above can help to under-

stand how organizations actively deal with heterogeneity and how 

organizational theory has to be refined to account for this. So, we 

do not argue that some combinations are worth scrutinizing and 

others are not. What we want to do is to show how productive it 

would be for authors to explicate the specifics of the complexity 

problem at hand. 

If you look at a typical complexity paper, it (implicitly) works like 

that. The problem of complexity is (1.) observed by the researcher, 

(2.) observed problems are assumed to also be problems for the 

observed organization, (3.) sources of the problem are assumed to 

be contradictions (without further specifications). You can think 

of all different combinations. And looking at the specific combi-

nations which exists, we think we can gain some insights, which 

are of great relevance for the analysis of the relation between or-

ganizations and their environment. 

We think that such an analytical framework is necessary to 

achieve a more precise analysis of how institutional complexity 

affects organizations. In addition, we also think, the question of 

institutional complexity needs to be embedded in a larger dis-

course on the relation between organizations and their environ-

ment. Such a discourse should account for different relations be-

tween organizations and their environment in which organiza-

tional responses to problems caused by the environment account 

only for one aspect of this relationship.  
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